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About this document 

Audience 
These service providers engaged by investors who use Praemium’s reports: 

» Financial advisers 
» Accountants, and 
» Taxation advisers. 

Objectives 
To assist the audience in navigating, interpreting, and reconciling Praemium’s reports for the purpose of preparing: 

» Special-purpose financial statements, and 
» Income tax returns. 

Scope 
Limited to the common reconciliation responsibilities of the audience in respect of investors that are non-reporting 
entities. 
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Available reporting suites 

It is likely that you have already received the investor’s valuation, performance, and taxation reports. There are, however, 
additional accounting, reconciliation, and transaction reports which may be helpful in interpreting and reconciling the 
valuation, performance, and taxation reports. Please contact the investor’s adviser or administrator to request any 
additional reports.   

These additional reports are listed below. 

It is important to note which reports adopt an entitlement or ex-date basis and which reports adopt a tax date basis. 
Please note, only the taxation reports should be used for the purposes of tax reporting, 

Valuation reports  
» Portfolio Valuation 
» Portfolio Valuation by asset class 
» Asset class allocation 

Performance 
» Portfolio performance 
» Portfolio performance detail 
» Investments movements  
» Investments movement summary 
» Income by ex-date 
» Additions and withdrawals 

Taxation 
» Tax summary 
» Taxation income  
» Realised CGT 
» Unrealised 
» Expenses 

Accounting 
» Financial statements 

Reconciliation 
» Portfolio reconciliation 
» Investment cost movements 
» Daily cash movements 
» Accounting transactions 

Transactions  
» Cash transactions 
» Transaction history 
» Income declared but not paid 
» Unsettled transactions 
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Valuation reports 

Portfolio Valuation report 

The Portfolio Valuation provides the value of a portfolio’s unrealised holdings as at the date requested, and the 
percentage of each holding relative to the net portfolio value. 

The Total portfolio value is adjusted for any loan balances, unsettled transactions and/or income declared but not paid 
amounts to arrive at the Net portfolio value. 

 

Portfolio Valuation by asset class 

The Portfolio valuation by asset class report is identical to the Portfolio Valuation report, except that the assets are 
grouped by their asset classes and a sub-total for each class is shown. 
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Asset class allocation 

This report provides a summary of the Portfolio valuation by asset class as a snapshot of a portfolio’s exposure to 
each asset class. 
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Performance reports 

Portfolio Performance  
The Portfolio performance report contains a one page snapshot of what has influenced a portfolio’s performance for the 
period including: 

» The components of a portfolio’s movement in value, including the net addition/withdrawal from external sources. 
» A total dollar return before and after expenses. 
» Portfolio percentage returns against benchmark returns for the period, and other periods if required. 
» Charts to show the percentage returns over a selected period, and the movement in value relative to the cumulative 

net addition/withdrawal. 

This report can be run for any report period including from inception. If the performance inception date is within the 
reporting period, then the report will run from this inception date.   

Unallocated amounts occur when the difference between the starting market value and ending market value does not 
match the sum of the movements that occurred (for portfolio performance calculation purposes) within the period. 
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Portfolio Performance detail 
The Portfolio performance detail report contains a more detailed breakdown of the elements of the Portfolio 
performance report. 

 

Investments movements 
The Investment movements report contains two sub-sections: 

1. The Investments section contains a list of all investments held during a performance period, including information 
you may require to analyse how each investment has contributed to the overall portfolio performance. The assets 
can be organised by market type or asset class and sorted by their total dollar return. Assets excluded from 
performance can be separated out if required. 

2. The Other assets and liabilities section summarises the movements within each cash book from their opening to 
closing balances. Opening and closing amounts for income receivable, expenses payable and unsettled transactions 
will also appear here. 

In this report, as is the case with all performance reports, transactions, income and tax credits are included on an accrual 
basis. That is, the trade date for transactions and the ex-date for income and tax credits. 
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Investments movements summary  
The Investment movements summary report is a summary version of the 'Investments' sub-section of the Investments 
movements report. It provides the movements, percentage weightings and performance returns by asset class or asset 
type, depending on what has been selected. Total percentage returns are calculated by default using the time-weighted 
return (TWR) method.   

The Time Weighted Return (TWR) measures the portfolio performance after eliminating the impact of the timing of 
additions and withdrawals. 
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Income by ex-date  
The Income by ex date report is one of the Performance suite of reports in Report Builder. This report provides the total 
income and tax credit breakdown for income entries that accrued within the performance period.  

That is, entries which have an ‘ex-date’ that falls within the period. The report is broken into two sections, ‘Included 
assets' and ‘Excluded assets’, according to what report options you have selected. 

This report is different from the Taxation income report.  The Taxation income report is one of the Taxation suite of 
reports and is designed for year-end tax reporting as it contains tax component information. 
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Additions and withdrawals  
The Additions and withdrawals report contains a list of the transactions from external sources that are treated as an 
addition or withdrawal for performance purposes.  

The Amount column is the market value of the inflow or outflow on the date that it has an impact on the portfolio value. 
The true impact of the addition or withdrawal can then be eliminated when the daily return is calculated using the time 
weighted return (TWR) method. 
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Taxation reports 

Tax Summary  
The Tax summary is designed to assist you complete an Australian tax return and contains: 

» Assessable income amounts which are required to be reported as income. Amounts in this section may be reconciled 
back to the Income (by tax date) and Realised CGT reports. 

» Deductions which show amounts that may be deducted as expenses depending upon each client’s individual 
circumstances. Amounts in this section may be reconciled back to the Expenses report. 

» Tax offsets and credits which includes amounts that may be reported as credit amounts depending upon each client’s 
individual circumstances.  

It is important to note that the Tax Summary only includes assessable income, deductions and tax offsets which are 
relevant to assets held within the portfolio.  Asset held outside the portfolio will not be included in the Tax Summary. 
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Taxation income  
The Taxation income report is used for tax reporting purposes as it provides detailed tax component information. 

This report includes dividend, trusts and interest information which is also included in the Tax Summary.  
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Realised CGT  
The Realised CGT report provides detailed information on the;  

» Disposal of CGT assets within the tax year, 
» Trust CGT distributions with a tax date that falls within the tax year, 
» A summary of the CGT gains/losses for the tax year.   

Please note: 

» Prior year CGT losses do not carry over into the portfolio. 
» A CGT gain amount shown in the summary section will also show in the Tax Summary report as an assessable 

amount. 
» A CGT loss amount shown in the summary section will not show in the Tax Summary report. 
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Unrealised 
The Unrealised report shows the portfolio’s tax position for CGT purposes, should its assets be sold today.   

The report estimates the portfolio’s net CGT gain/loss by detailing information for assets that would trigger a CGT event 
if sold.  The report also contains a separate table for any non-assessable and cost base adjustment amounts for the 
reporting period. 

 

 

Expenses  
The Expenses report is designed to provide the detailed information required to reconcile back to the Expenses section 
of the Tax summary. 

The report displays all expense entries with a payment date that falls within the specified period and should be used to 
determine deductions for income tax purposes. 
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Reconciliation reports 

Portfolio Reconciliation 
Our aim is to ensure all portfolios are reconciled and balanced. This in turn provides accurate reporting for both 
performance and tax. The Portfolio reconciliation report is designed to assist in this task. 

The Portfolio reconciliation report assist administrators identify and action any unreconciled transactions within a 
portfolio. The report contains the following sub-sections: 

» Investment cost movements: This section reconciles the change in starting cost and ending cost for all assets within 
the period with the net cost movement from transactions within the period.  If this does not reconcile, a variance is 
shown which can be matched to a particular asset (in the detailed Investment cost movements report). 

» Cash movements: This section reconciles the expected net cash movement for the period with the actual net cash 
movement for the period. Expected amounts and actual amounts are broken down into each transaction type 
including: cost of purchases, proceeds from sales, income receivable, corporate actions (capital returns and instalment 
payments) and expenses. 
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Investment cost movements 
The Investment cost movements report provides the detail for each investment’s movement in cost from the start to the 
end of the period. It also summarises the movement in cash for the period.  

The report contains two sub-sections: 

» Investments, containing: 

» a list of all of the non-cash assets held during the period 
» the totals for transaction movements during the period and the profit/loss on any sales 
» calculated net movement in cost, which should reconcile with the difference between the end and actual cost. If not, 

a variance is displayed. 

» Other assets and liabilities, containing: 

» a list of each cash account maintained for the portfolio during the period, 
» totals for amounts relating to receivables and payables, 
» a line for unsettled transaction amounts as at the start and the end of the periods. 
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Daily cash movements 
The Daily cash movements report displays a line for every day in the period where there was an expected and/or actual 
cash movement.  

A Variance will show if there is a difference between Total expected cash and Total actual cash used in investment 
activity. 

The Total variance will equal: 

» the total variance on the Portfolio reconciliation report, 
» the unallocated amount on Portfolio performance (if including cash). 
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Accounting transactions 
An accounting transaction is any event, other than price movements, that has an impact on the portfolio’s cost base, 
total value and/or returns. 

The Accounting transaction report provides the complete list of these events in one single report. These are designed to 
give you the transaction level detail behind each row in the Daily cash movements  report. 
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Transaction reports 

Cash transactions 
This report provides the detail of a portfolio’s cash accounts and loans with transactions during the period. The report is 
mainly used to reconcile against a bank account statement. 

 

Transaction history 
The Transaction History report provides details of all trading activity, corporate actions and adjustments within a 
specified period. 
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Income declared but not paid 
The Income declared but not paid report is designed to provide the detail required to reconcile the Income declared but 
not paid amount in the Portfolio Valuation report.  

The report contains declared dividends and trust income with a payment date greater than the period end date. Please 
note this is not a tax report or to be used for tax reporting purposes. 

 

Unsettled transactions 
This report provides a list of any transactions that are unsettled as at the report end date. The total of the Unsettled 
amounts will also display in the Portfolio Valuation report. 
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